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SFMTA Taxicab Advisory Council  

Medallion Sales Pilot Program Report 

Introduction 

The taxicab advisory council has spent the last 18 months identifying potential problems and benefits 

that may arise out of the Medallion Sales Pilot Program (MSPP) and assessing how those have been 

manifesting. With just under 200 permits sold the industry has realized the impact of medallion sales 

and we have made significant headway in identifying the changes and recommending solutions for any 

problems that are beginning to arise. As with any significant shift in business model the industry is going 

to go through a state of adjustment as it adapts to the new model and its economics. This is being seen 

as an opportunity to solve some of the challenges that the industry has faced for many years. 

This report will address the 5 classes of participants in the industry summarizing how each participant 

has been affected and what recommendations the TAC has decided on as improvements or solutions for 

each.  

1. Taxicab companies 

2. Taxicab drivers (including those on the taxicab permit wait list) 

3. Taxicab Medallion holders 

4. The lenders financing the purchases 

5. The San Francisco taxicab riders 

Additionally the driver fund will be discussed with some suggestions as to its application which has not 

yet been decided. 

Background on the Industry 

Permits to operate a taxicab are issued to San Francisco taxicab drivers who have demonstrated being a 

taxicab driver full time (800 hours or 156 4-hour shifts per year) for 4 out of 5 years prior to applying for 

their permit. Along with their permit to operate a taxicab the permit holder receives a metallic 

medallion imprinted with the permit number. This permit number will be the taxicab number and the 

medallion must be displayed in the taxicab when it is in operation. 

After the permit holder receives the permit he or she has the option of starting his or her own taxicab 

company (a.k.a. color scheme) or selecting an existing taxicab company under which to operate the 

permit. The majority of permit holders elect to join with an existing company. In this case there are 2 

arrangements that a permit holder can agree to with the company.  
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The first is what is called being an “Affiliate”. In this case the permit holder manages their own taxicab 

independently but rents from the company the use of its colors or trade dress and radio dispatch 

services. The permit holder is responsible for provisioning a vehicle, equipping it to operate as a taxicab 

(meter, top light, paint, lettering, in taxi equipment or ITE etc.), providing adequate automobile liability 

insurance, worker’s compensation insurance, selecting and hiring drivers for his or her taxicab and 

adhering to the rules and regulations of taxicab operation set forth by the SFMTA DTS. 

The second type of arrangement is having the taxicab company manage the permit as a “Gas and Gate” 

taxicab. The name Gas and Gate comes from the two costs the driver is responsible for: 

1. The lease fee to take the cab out of the yard “Gate”. 

2. Bringing the taxicab back fully fueled “Gas”.  

In the above case the permit holder leases his or her permit to the taxicab company and the company 

sets a daily operation schedule for the permit leasing it to drivers on a per shift basis. The taxicab 

company also provides all of the fore mentioned management services and is responsible for adhering 

to the taxicab rules and regulations. 

Drivers can work with either the taxicab company or with the permit holder directly (if he or she is an 

Affiliate). Drivers have two options primarily delineated by the term of their lease of the taxicab. They 

can either lease it on a per shift basis taking out the cab for one shift or they can lease it on a monthly 

basis allowing them to operate the vehicle for the entire month.  

The driver who leases and pays per shift is commonly referred to as a Gas and Gate driver because they 

are more often than not driving a cab managed as Gas and Gate. 

The lease on a monthly basis is commonly referred to as a “Long Term Lease”. The driver of a Long Term 

Lease provides the vehicle, equips it and schedules additional drivers and pays to either the permit 

holder or the company on a monthly basis rather than a per shift basis. The lease fee for the Long Term 

Lease driver is discounted because he or she is bearing the cost of the vehicle and its maintenance. 

Income sources for the three members of the industry are as follows: 

1. The driver’s income is generated from revenue of driving their shifts minus the associated costs. 

2. The permit holder’s income sources are from driving their shifts in addition to income from their 

permit. Permit income is either elimination of paying the gate fee if they manage the permit as 

an Affiliate or lease fees from the cab company if they lease it to the cab company to manage. 

3. The cab company’s income source is from managing permits for permit holders. 

Status of the Medallion Sales Pilot Program 

The first medallion sale took place on August 4, 2010. As of January 24, 2012, 192 sales have been 

completed. 203 potential sellers filled out the initial application and placed themselves in the pool. 
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Medallion holders in the pool were and are still able to opt out of the program. Applications to 

participate in the pilot program were accepted until May 14, 2010. A temporary window was re-opened 

in January 2012 to allow for additional permit holders to participate and the age restriction was lowered 

to 65 years of age or older. 

At the inception of the pilot program permit holders in the industry who qualified to participate 

consisted of: 

151 Prop K medallion holders 70 or older 

295 Pre K medallion holders 70 or older 

100 Prop K medallion holders under the age of 70 with disability applications on file 

Of this group 203 signed up to participate in this program.  

The medallion applicant waiting list consists of 3029 individuals and is currently closed to additional 

applications. Of this group, the top 511 on the list have so far been offered an opportunity to 

participate. Of these, 287 have applied to purchase a medallion. Those toward the top of the list have 

had to weigh the possible future opportunity of receiving an ‘earned’ or issued medallion when they 

reach the top of the list against the present value of purchasing a medallion as part of this program. In 

spite of the fact that cab drivers may have no credit history or a poor credit history, the credit unions 

have been able to fund loans to almost all applicants. If all potential sellers are qualified and participate, 

203 medallions will have passed to the medallion applicant waiting list. 

To date $18,600,000 in revenue has been generated of which $16,200,000 has gone to the SFMTA, and 

$2,400,000 to the drivers’ fund.  

Taxicab Companies 

Two major effects that the Pilot Program is having on the taxicab companies are:  

1. A change in the leasing arrangements from Gas & Gates operation to Affiliate operation. 

2. Abrupt movement of taxicab permits between companies. 

Leasing Arrangements 

The type of leasing arrangement that a taxicab permit is operated with significantly impacts the 

companies and the industry. The proliferation of company managed Gas and Gates medallion provides 

profit for the taxicab companies and sustains their viability. Taxicab companies facilitate provisioning of 

vehicles and taxi equipment, adherence to vehicle standards, insurance coverage for both automobile 

and worker’s compensation sufficient for any possible losses that may occur, call center services, 

dispatch services, lost and found services, driver screening and driver training among others. Most 

importantly by aggregating all of these functions taxicab companies limit the points of contact for 

SFMTA to enforce regulations from several thousand points to only tens of points. 
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In the Gas and Gates arrangement there is a greater level of control over the service that is provided and 

reduced regulatory effort when enforcing the regulations because one cab company is regulated rather 

than individually regulating the tens or hundreds of cabs and drivers under that company. Under the 

Affiliate arrangement the permit holder is in control of what type of vehicle is put into service, how it is 

maintained, the quality of drivers and the driver’s schedules.  

The pilot program is causing a transition to Affiliate operation from Gas and Gates in the industry for 

two main reasons. First, the buyers under the pilot program are taking on the most profitable 

arrangements possible to effectuate repayment of their loans. Second, many of the buyers are younger 

and want to maximize their earning potential so they operate as an Affiliate. They will work more shifts 

than are needed to satisfy their driving requirement leaves less shifts available for current drivers. Older 

permit holders tend to lease their permits to the taxicab companies and only drive a smaller number of 

shifts to satisfy their driving requirement. As older permit holders are being replaced with younger ones 

we are seeing an overall trend of less shifts available for drivers in the industry.  

Additionally DTS reports that purchased medallions are being operated roughly 57% Affiliate and 43% 

Gas and Gate. Small percentages select Gas and Gate as a preference because they do not want the 

hassle of running a business or for other various reasons. So of the 43% operated as Gas and Gates 

nearly all were operated so because of a requirement by the lender to do so when taking advantage of 

the buyer assistance program. If the pilot program is expanded to all permits in the industry it is 

expected that there will be a mass change of permits from Gas and Gates operation to Affiliate 

operation magnifying the concerns of the cab companies’ viability and increased regulatory efforts. 

With permits moving from company management to permit holder management a tendency has been 

observed to introduce new inexperienced drivers into the industry and experienced professional drivers 

who have been driving for several years with cab companies are finding their shifts being reduced. There 

is a concern that the level of service provided to the public will be negatively impacted as well as a shift 

in the focus of the cab companies from providing proper service to maintaining viability. 

Abrupt Movement of Permits among Companies 

The other less concerning phenomenon that is being observed is permits moving from one company to 

another based on the desires of the buyers. The DTS staff has been doing a very good job of matching 

permit sellers with permit buyers to mitigate a mass migration of permits from one company to another. 

This is a much lighter concern and does not warrant any solutions now but we feel it should be 

monitored going forward. 

Drivers 

Drivers are the lifeblood of the taxicab industry and play a major role in quality of service and service 

levels to the riding public. A driver decides at his or her discretion throughout his or her shift who and 

when to pickup. A professional driver has amassed a wealth of knowledge of San Francisco and can be 

the fastest way for an individual to get to and from anywhere in the city. A professional driver also 
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maintains their appearance, the appearance of their taxicab and has a cordial demeanor with his or her 

customers. Two main problems that drivers are facing are: 

1. A reduction in availability of shifts for Gas and Gate drivers.  

2. Slower movement of the taxicab medallion waiting list.  

Loss of shifts for Gas and Gate drivers 

The loss of shifts is directly tied to the transition of medallion operation from companies managing them 

as Gas and Gates operation to Affiliate operation. What has been observed is that the medallion buyers 

are not employing the drivers who drove the cab when the company managed it as a Gas and Gate. 

Rather they are bringing in new drivers leaving the Gas and Gate drivers to look for work with other 

companies or wait until another Gas and Gate permit replaces the one that they used to drive. Any steps 

taken toward the preservation of medallions being operated as Gas and Gate will help Gas and Gate 

drivers preserve their jobs. 

Slower movement of the medallion waiting list 

The slowed distribution of earned permits to the waitlist is attributed to the fact that permits that 

would’ve normally been returned to be distributed to the waitlist as earned permits are being sold. The 

term “earned” permit refers to permits which are not sold to drivers, but are earned through 

completion of a driving requirement. The current pilot program policy on earned permit distribution is in 

section 1116 (e) of the vehicle code, “As part of the Taxi Medallion Sales Pilot Program, the SFMTA may 

sell up to 60 Medallions that have been returned to the SFMTA for any reason to Qualified Purchasers at 

the Medallion Sale Price.” The policy is for every one of these permits that is sold, one is distributed to 

the wait list as an earned permit. This effectively is cutting in half the permits that are distributed to the 

wait list and is slowing the advancement of individuals on the waitlist.  

Individuals on the waiting list are having two very different experiences. Some who are further down the 

list are taking advantage of the opportunity to purchase a permit rather than waiting to receive it for 

free. Those who are closer to the front of the list, roughly the top 300 names, have seen a slowdown of 

permit distribution and a correlated slowdown of their advancement to the top of the list. These 

individuals are at times faced with the dilemma of deciding whether to purchase their permit and take 

on the debt or to wait and earn it as initially anticipated. The uncertainty is caused by the reduced 

distribution of medallions to the waiting list and what will happen with the waiting list if medallion sales 

continue after the MSPP. The fear is that if all taxicab permits are allowed to be sold there will be no 

medallions remaining to distribute to the individuals on the waiting list. At a certain age it is not 

financially feasible to purchase a medallion, so if all medallions become transferable, many veteran 

drivers would simply never attain a permit. 

The slowed distribution of permits to the waiting list is an issue that all members of the council feel 

strongly about and want to solve. We will be discussing solutions to this in our upcoming meetings and 

will have recommendations for you to consider. 
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Medallion Holders 

Overall current medallion holders who have elected to sell their permits appear satisfied with the 

program. The opportunity to exit the industry is welcomed. A higher sales price is also welcomed but 

there seems to be no great dissatisfaction with the sales price or the sales process as it is. Permit holders 

who sell their permits may be obligated to participate in the down payment assistance program. If a 

buyer does not have the full 20% down payment ($50,000) the down payment assistance program 

requires the seller to retain $37,500 with the lender in the form of a CD. This CD will collateralize a 

second loan for the driver up to 15% of the sales price allowing the driver to purchase a medallion with a 

5% down payment. The seller earns a rate of return on the money retained in the CD and is able to 

withdraw those funds once the buyer has reached a 20% equity position on the permit.  

1st Loan: $200,000 80% of purchase price 

2nd Loan: $37,500 15% of purchase price (lender keeps $37,500 of sale proceeds from 
seller as collateral. Seller earns rate of return and withdraws the funds 
once 20% equity is reached in the loan.) 

Down  
Payment: $12,500 5% of purchase price 

Sale Price: $250,000 100% 

Recently sellers have been asking to put off the sale of their permit so as to avoid participation in the 

down payment assistance program. As the rules of the pilot program are written all sellers must 

participate if needed however this reaction gives an indication of the sellers’ preference. This has not 

been problematic thus far in executing the MSPP. 

Lenders 

The main concerns that the lenders have with the program are the risks involved in financing the taxicab 

permits. The lenders are assessing the risk associated with the business (the taxicab permit/medallion) 

as well as the risk associated with the borrower (the driver). In qualifying drivers nearly all who have 

required it have been granted financing. Despite the fact that driver’s incomes are not high the purchase 

price coupled with the lending programs that have been made available to them allow them to qualify 

and continue with the purchase of their medallion which is extremely positive. Some minor derogatory 

credit items seem to be common among drivers. There are steps that the lenders have advised drivers 

to take in order to clear these items allowing them to qualify for financing. The majority of potential 

buyers have been able to complete these steps and qualify. 

When assessing the risk involved with the taxicab medallion the lenders look at the financial 

arrangement of the medallion: Gas and Gate vs. Affiliate. The Gas and Gate arrangement is simple 

because of the full suite of services offered by the taxicab company and their commitment to 

participating in the pilot program. By having the company in control of the operation of the medallion 

lenders alleviate another layer of verification in order to assure themselves that the taxicab is being 
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operated according to rules and regulations and that the borrower is making sufficient income to repay 

the debt. 

When the taxicab is being operated as an Affiliate with a taxicab company there is more work on the 

part of the lender to understand the leasing arrangements between the permit holder and the drivers. 

Other vital concerns to the lenders are having proper liability insurance, worker’s compensation 

coverage, who is driving the cab, are the drivers licensed SF cab drivers with an A-card, do they have a 

valid CA driver’s license, and how often do the drivers change. This information has to be updated every 

year and poses more risk for lenders because of the uncertainty in operation.  

One step to help with the uncertainty for lenders is an industry wide uniform lease agreement clearly 

defining the terms and responsibilities of each party. This would formalize the agreements that Affiliate 

permit holders enter into with their drivers.  

In order to mitigate their risk some lenders have added the condition that if a buyer is taking advantage 

of the down payment assistance program that the permit is required to be managed by the taxicab 

company in a Gas and Gates arrangement. This would be for a minimum of 3 years and until 20% equity 

is paid down. 

The Taxicab Ridership 

There are 2 main factors affecting the service that the San Francisco public receives. The number of 

taxicab permits in the city and the quality of service provided by the industry. Initially the public will not 

feel any changes. The transition to saleable taxicab medallions has no affect on the number of taxicabs 

serving the city however there is a concern with the quality of driver being introduced into the industry. 

If the sale of medallions proliferates we anticipate that so too will the trend of cabs being operated as 

Affiliates. This opens the door to hiring inexperienced drivers which may translate into a decrease in 

service quality.  

A preventative measure to this is the preservation of taxicab medallions being operated as Gas and Gate 

cabs. This puts a higher level of control in the hands of the taxicab companies who can influence the 

quality of service. These are only anticipated results of Gas and Gate drivers being displaced from their 

cabs and this is something that must be monitored as the pilot program goes on. 

Driver Fund 

As part of the pilot program 5% of the sale price of each medallion is to be directed toward a driver 

fund. Prior to the SFMTA regulating the taxicab industry the Taxi Commission had developed a similar 

fund which would grow via the proceeds of taxicab vehicle wrap advertising fees. The balance recovered 

from that fund was $79,161. As part of the discussion about the drivers’ fund we have recommended 

that the current and future monies from the taxi wraps be included in the drivers’ fund and go towards 

the uses determined for the drivers’ fund in the future. 
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Suggested uses for the drivers’ fund include down payment assistance, health benefits, retirement 

benefits, a driver investment fund and assault or attack benefits. The drivers’ fund, its use(s) and 

beneficiaries will be discussed at upcoming TAC meetings for recommendations to be made. 

Recommendations 

The TAC has made several recommendations thus far to improve the MSPP. These recommendations 

are listed below along with their purpose and we strongly urge you to adopt them. 

Council members in support of the continuation of the sales program given certain changes are 

affected. Adopted 12:1 

Financial 

Recommendation to reduce the SFMTA re-sale transaction fee to 5%. Adopted 13:1 

Recommendation to restructure the transaction fee so that 10% goes to the SFMTA and 10% goes to the 

driver fund. Adopted 8:6 

Recommendation that all revenues generated from the taxicab industry should be re-invested in the 

taxicab industry. Adopted Unanimously 

Recommendation that Medallion prices remain regulated at $250,000 with adjustments for inflation. 

Adopted 10:4 

Recommendation that the SFMTA not have a financial interest in medallion sales. Adopted 9:5 

Medallion Sales 

All permit holders be allowed to sell. Adopted 8:5 

Age for selling a medallion should be lowered to 65. Adopted 9:4 

Medallion Distribution and Purchase 

A percentage of medallions should remain non-transferrable and issued to cab drivers without purchase. 

Adopted 7:6 

Once the waiting list is exhausted Medallion distribution will continue according to A-Card seniority. 

Adopted 12:1 

Medallions should be issued exclusively to qualified cab drivers. Adopted 11:2 

Lease non-medallion permits to full-service taxi companies to operate on three year leases. Adopted 7:6 

Ramp medallions should be issued directly to companies and operated by employee drivers.  
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Adopted 9:4 

Industry Function 

Recommendation that the down payment assistance program be made available only to buyers who 

commit to operating the permit as gas and gates arrangement with a color scheme only for a minimum 

of three years and until 20% equity is achieved or until the down payment assistance is no longer 

needed. Adopted Unanimously 

All taxicabs should be operated as gas and gates. Adopted 9:4 

Recommendation that there be greater monitoring of Affiliate run medallions and that all medallions 

issued to the waiting list be operated as Gas and Gates for the first 3 years of their life. Adopted 11:3 

Recommendation to have the key personnel exemption apply to people on the waiting list. Adopted 

11:4 

Driver’s Fund 

Recommendation to merge the taxi wrap fund and the drivers’ fund and any new income will go to the 

driver’s fund. Adopted Unanimously 

Recommendation to move the drivers’ fund to a managed account that allows the money to grow. 

Adopted Unanimously 

An elected or appointed board of directors should manage the drivers’ fund. Adopted 13:0 

Recommendation to create a cab driver’s bill of rights. Adopted Unanimously 

Recommendations of note that did not pass 

Over two years issue 100 medallions to the waiting list without purchase and 100 for purchase with a 

graduated discount to the first 100 people on the list. Failed 6:7 

No more outright sales by SFMTA Failed 7:7 

 


